
Spirits from Heaven- Horse Racing information 
 

 

Multiple factors with two proven and profitable systems

Our racing site is divided into multiple areas of interest and two profitable systems 

to help handicappers make better decisions. Including conventional and non-

conventional handicapping methodology. Below is a list of the major areas of 

interest. 

 

SR/PR- Our proprietary and traditional speed/performance rating and contender 

selection method as described in this manual. 

Favorite assessor- Astro figs will be shown on favorites in selected races to help 

handicapper’s determine if the favorite is strong or weak. 

Astro Figs- We take into consideration the type of race and our own personal 

computations in looking for investment probability. We attempt to pick races 

where we compute Astro figs on almost every horse with hard (contentious) 

races. Races that, we hope the public is a little confused with and situations that 

may achieve a better mutual than normal.  

Performance ratings- Traditional handicapping factors and proprietary numbers 

associated with E1, E2, SPEED, LATE and much more. 

 

 

Racing numbers and descriptions-  

 

HORSE NAME- Name of horse 

ML- Morning line odds on horse 



P#- Horses program number. Lite green highlighting on the program numbers is 

our personal contender selection method. We analyze the “Black Box” contenders 

and make our own personal contender selections. (Not computer generated) 

TK/Q- TK is the track where the performance ratings are taken from. Q stands for 

track qualifier. Our SR/PR speed and performance ratings (Described below) use 4 

conditions to project ratings. The 1st condition would be a race at ½ furlong from 

today’s distance at today’s track and surface within a reasonable time frame.  An 

asterisk (*) will be shown in this TK/Q column to designate this horse possesses 

the very best condition. The 2nd condition is basically the same as the first, but we 

may need to go back a little further in the horse’s performance lines (not as 

recent). This designation will be shown as (^) in the TK/Q column. Only horses 

that are considered contenders will be shown with these two designations (*) or 

(^). The 3rd and 4th conditions relate to horses either not racing at this track, 

distance and or surface category or have been away from racing at this track in a 

while. No designations will be shown on these horses, but keep in mind that 

horses in these categories do also win races. 

SR/PR- (Dark green highlight is our “Black Box” computer generated 

contenders). Our #1 traditional figure is a speed/performance rating. It’s a very 

forgiving number. It may on occasion, look back many races. It likes to compare 

apples to apples. Distance, surface and the current track. If there is no track name 

under “TK/Q”, it means that this figure comes from this track, surface and 

distance category in most circumstances. If there is a different name under 

“TK/Q”. That would mean this performance rating comes from that different 

track. Also, if the same track as today is seen under “TK/Q”. It would mean that 

this distance comes from 1 furlong of today’s distance compared to the ½ furlong 

distance used normally with this rating in most circumstances. Dark green 

highlighted horses are “Black Box” computer generated contenders. We also 

manually highlight our personal contenders in light green, not computer 

generated on the program numbers. This method consists of numerous 

traditional handicapping factors with over 50+ years of handicapping knowledge 

to get the race down to the main contenders. If a horse does not have an SR/PR 

figure it means that it’s a first time starter and or its running line does not meet 

our criteria.  



 

**Dark Green highlight under SR/PR, are black box contenders. These selections 

do very well, but they do have weaknesses as all box boxes. The two main 

weaknesses.  

1. If a horse does not generate an SR/PR figure it will not be considered. In these 

cases look to the “SR” rating, but the black box will not consider this. 

2. The black box rating does not take the track where the SR/PR figure is 

generated under consideration. 

 

WF- Workout factor. This proprietary rating rates a horse based on workouts only. 

Especially good number for lightly raced horses and or horses that have been laid 

off. 

LR- How many days since the horse last raced 

LW- How many days since the horses last workout 

P- Purse difference from last race. A (+) would mean the horse is rising in purse 

value this race. A (-) would mean the horse is dropping in purse value from his last 

race. 1pt = $1,000 

RS- Horses running style 

E1- Proprietary E1 figure that relates apples to apples. Same surface and distance 

category. 

E2- Proprietary E2 figure that relates apples to apples. Same surface and distance 

category. 

SR- Proprietary speed/performance rating primarily weighted to the last race. 

LR- Proprietary late pace/performance rating primarily weighted to the last race. 

D-S-T-LAST- Distance-surface-track-last race. 

LAST 2-Fin- Horses last 2 finishes and beaten lengths. 

Comments- Comments from horses last race 



 

-COLOR CODING ON THE SHEET- 

Dark green- Black box contenders highlighted on the “SR/PR”. 

Light green- Personal contenders highlighted on the program numbers “P#”. 

Yellow- Highlighted figures anywhere on the sheet in yellow are cautionary 

figures. 

 

 

 

Astro Figs  

The Astro figures are very powerful when used in conjunction with our other 

traditional proprietary speed and pace numbers. These figures are very labor 

intensive as they are done by hand, but very powerful when used properly. It’s a 

multi-dimensional planetary interpretation that’s been developed into numerous 

numerical matrixes. The Astro figs are represented in 3 different sequences as 

described below. 

 

Astro Figure example-  

A1, B2, E2/520-120-OP/$+5+ 

 

1ST Sequence- A1, B2, E2- Sequence 1 represents planetary synchronizations that 

reflect a time period. That time period can vary anywhere from today’s race date 

to within 30 days of today’s race date most generally. The date and strength can 

vary greatly. We’ve identified many synchronizations with our research. The top 7 

plus 1 X’tra will be represented at this time, but we may at a later date add more. 

Top 7 are identified as A, B, C, D, E, F and G the first 7 letters of the alphabet. A, B 

and C are the most powerful with A being the most powerful. “X” will be 

identified as an X’tra between the power of B and D. We would like our contender 

to have an A rating if possible and or at least either an A, B, or C. Order of A being 



the strongest and G, as being the weakest with the “X” in between. The second 

part of this computation is the numerical that follows with either a 1, 2 or 3. 

#1 = Powerful, #2 = Ordinary, #3 = Weak 

Example- 

A1= the very best rating we can have. G3= the weakest rating we can have 

 

2nd Sequence- 520-120-OP- Sequence 2 represents qualities the horse is born with 

at his or her birth and potential for future performance. Four separate qualities 

for athletic performance with 2 different numerical ratings and 2 separate 

alphanumeric ratings. Both numerical ratings are higher numbers is best. The 

alphanumeric is described below. 

P= Powerful, O= Ordinary, W= Weak 

*Look for high numerical ratings in the 2 numerical categories, followed by PP as 

the best alphanumeric rating and WW as the weakest rating. Alphanumeric 

ratings could range from PP to WW or anywhere in-between. Again, look for the 

highest numerical ratings and the best alphanumerical ratings for the strongest 

contenders. 

 

3rd Sequence- $+5+ (Sequence 3 explanation- In 2 parts)  

Sequence 3 relates to the person or horse at the exact time and place in question. 

In this case, as they near the starting gate and the actual running of the race. 

 

$   Very best and relates to the person or horse 

5   Relates to luck 

2   Relates to money 

 

Part 2 



+   Very best configuration, positive 

N  Negative factor or short mutual 

0   Neutral- Similar to the + but not quite as strong 

 

The symbols will be in groups of two. One from part one and one from part two. 

$+, $N, 5+, 5N, 2+, 2N, $0 

 

We don’t put any comma in-between, in the actual rating. You could see 

something like this- 

$+5N$+ 

Starting from left to right, the first symbols are around post-time or slightly after 

post time as most races doesn’t go off exactly at post time. As each symbol 

progresses, so do the minutes tick by. In the above example $+5N$+ would mean.  

At post time $+, relates to the person or horse and its very good! We want to see 

this configuration. It’s the very best thing we can see especially since the $ relates 

to the actual person or horse. Then we progress to 5N as this relates to negative 

luck and this is not so good. Then it progresses further, back to $+ relating to the 

actual person or horse and being positive. All in all, this configuration is good as 

we had 2 positive configurations relating to the person or horse around post-

time. 

 

Some configurations to consider- 

 

$+5N$+ = Twice relating to the person or horse and being positive. We’re fine 

with that even though the 5N in the middle is negative 

$+ = Good sign of something positive relating to the person or horse. This is very 

good 

$+5+ = Very good sign relating to the person or horse and to luck 



$+$+ = Two times relating to the person or horse and good fortune, nice! 

$0 =   Relates to the person or horse. Is positive, but not as strong as the “+” 

$N = Mixed signal, but not necessarily bad, but we’ll proceed with caution. Maybe 
a short mutual 

5+ = Positive luck, but it doesn’t pertain to the person or horse. We’re cautious, 
Could be a good mutual in the race, but we may not have it or may be difficult to 
see. Not obvious. 

2+ = Again, does not pertain to the person or horse, but it does for money. Again, 
not obvious to our process but could be a good mutual price in the race 

5N5N = It doesn’t pertain to the person or horse. It relates to bad luck. We may sit 
this race out and or be extremely cautious with this wager. Could also be a short 
priced mutual. 

2N2N = Again, no $, means that it doesn’t relate to the person or horse. This is 
money and negative. We may sit this race or wager out and or be extremely 
cautious. Again, a possibility of a short mutual in the race. Anytime we see the (N) 
it’s a short price potential. 

00= There are times when no signals appear around post time. When this 
happens, we tend to err on the side of caution as we always prefer a $, which 
relates to the person or horse around post time. 

 

 

Traditional factors- Putting it all together 

 

Traditional factors 

The most important traditional factors pertain to the proprietary numerical 

ratings of- SR/PR, P, E1, E2, SR, LR and WF which are seven ratings. In all races 

we’ll need to pay attention to the top few SR/PR ratings and how they line up 

with the other traditional figures. In route races and especially turf route races 

the LR ratings are very strong. Sometimes the top two. Races with a separation in 

E1 and or E2 with the rest of the field are dangerous horses to steal the race and 



can sometimes pay a nice price. Races where the same horse has the top SR and 

LR rating can also be dangerous, but usually will pay a smaller price. Races where 

the same horse has the #1 rating in SR/PR, SR and LR are extremely dangerous, 

but again will generally pay a small price. P rated, or purse dropping horses need 

to be considered even with bad other numbers if there P rating differential gaps 

the rest of the field substantially. WF horses that have a numerical rating over 90 

are good. Ratings over 100 are much stronger and can catch large mutual prices 

on a semi regular basis. 

 

Our Astro computations (Confidence factor). Our personal Astro figures as it 

pertains to the exact post-time of the race. In essence, our luck and money 

earning potential with estimated mutual payout projection on any given race. 

Since you are looking at our selection’s its helpful for you to gauge our luck and 

money earning potential as a confidence factor to our selections. These Astro 

figures relate to the exact time the race goes off and is displayed under the track 

distance and purse header. This rating is expressed exactly the same as sequence 

number 3 in the Astro figures section. Since you’re looking at our analysis, this 

information can be very useful as a confidence factor to our selections in certain 

races. It can also be used to predict mutual payouts before the race goes off. To 

get a better feel for this rating, go back to some of our result charts on the 

website and look at these figures to see what happened in these past races.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


